Wine Menu

Something to whet your whistle...

White Wines

White Wines

Fresh - Crisp - Delicate

Ripe - Juicy

Style Country

175ml

PINOT GRIGIO - PRIMI SOLI
2 Italy
Dry, crisp and fruity with a wonderful
hint of lemon.
CHARDONNAY - CENTRAL MONTE (v)
2 Chile
Fresh and lively, an easy drinking Chardonnay
with wonderful aromas of citrus fruits and peaches.

250ml

£4.60

£6.15

£16.45

£4.65

£6.30

£16.90

GAVI DI GAVI - IL PORTINO (vv)
1 Italy
Fruity and aromatic with just a hint of
mineral notes and a mouthwatering citrus finish.
TREBBIANO - FARFALLA
1 Italy
Crisp, light and fresh, with lovely hints of
fresh fruit on the nose.

Bottle

£23.85

£4.60

£6.20

£16.65

175ml

SAUVIGNON BLANC - INKOSI (v)
2 South Africa
Green figs and fresh lemon aromas give way
to an intensely flavoured fruity wine.

£4.60

GEWURZTRAMINER - VIÑAS DEL VERO
£6.50
3 Spain
Clean and distinct floral aromas complemented
by notes of tropical, oriental fruit. Silky and
clean tasting with a long finish.

175ml

CHARDONNAY - MONTEREY BAY (v)
2 America
A fabulous balance of refreshing citrus and
tropical fruit flavours with just a hint of
vanilla.

250ml

Bottle

£6.15

£16.45

PINOT GRIS - TEMPUS TWO SILVER SERIES
£5.20
2 Australia
A Crisp and refreshing white with a nose of pear drops.
The taste is vibrant with good natural acidity and
packed with citrus fruit flavours.
CHENIN BLANC - ILLUSION (v)
3 South Africa
Green apples and peach aromas jump out
of the glass, this Chenin is floral and fun
with a perfect balance of sweetness and acidity.

CHARDONNAY - CHABLIS VICTOR BERARD
£00.00 £00.00
1 France
Chardonnay at its best. Fruit aromas with
a classic Chablis trademark of purity - a classic.
SAUVIGNON BLANC SANCERRE - DOMAINE DURAND
1 France
Flinty and fruity, a wonderful aroma
with all the classic flavours of a Sancerre.

£5.05

Bottle

£6.80

£18.40

£7.00

£18.95

£6.80

£18.65

£24.45

£27.35

£28.40

W I N E TA S T I N G
STYLE GUIDE
White and Rosé wines have a scale of 1-5 with
1 being dry and 5 sweet.
Red wines are marked on a scale of A – E.
Light, delicate and fruity reds are graded A or B
while more robust and full bodied wines are D to E.
(v) Vegetarian (vv) Vegan (org) Organic
All of our wines sold by the glass are available in a 125ml serving.
Please ask your server for further details. All bottles of wine are
750ml size unless otherwise stated.

£21.60

Rosé Wines
Style Country

£8.80

£5.05

250ml

SAUVIGNON BLANC - WADDLING DUCK
£5.80 £7.85
2 New Zealand
Youthful and very approachable with a nose
of intense fresh gooseberry fruit. Full of peach and passion fruit flavours.

Dry - Aromatic
Style Country

Style Country

PINOT GRIGIO - PRIMI SOLI BLUSH
2 Italy
A very easy style of wine with a soft
refreshing burst of summer fruits.

175ml

£4.60

ROSE MERLOT - CENTRAL MONTE (v)
£4.65
2 Chile
A balanced wine with flowery perfume and a
taste of redcurrants and cherries - delicious.
ZINFANDEL - WHITE ROSE
5 America
This delicious Zinfandel displays ripe
strawberry and raspberry fruit aromas very moreish - a perfect favourite.

£4.65

250ml

Bottle

£6.15

£16.45

£6.30

£16.85

£6.30

£16.90

The Sommelier Wine Awards
The Sommelier Wine Awards is a wine competition that started in 2007 and
it has grown to become the first point of reference for the UK's on-trade wine
buyers, with wines from various categories being awarded medals for their
quality by a strict and specialist judging panel.
You will see the winners of these awards in various categories within our wine
list and we are proud to offer these to you.

Red Wines

Red Wines

Juicy - Fruity

Rich - Bold - Smooth

Style Country

175ml

MERLOT - VIA ALTA (v) (vv)
D Chile
Rich and concentrated that packs all you want
from this easy drinking Merlot.
PINOT NOIR - CRAMELE RECAS (v)
B Romania
Complex aromas of black cherry, raspberry
and cinnamon. Medium bodied with dried
fruit notes and a red berry flavour.
SANGIOVESE - FIORI SUL MURO (v)
B Italy
Rich, lush and a delicious red,
packed with fruit.

250ml

Bottle

£4.60

£6.15

£16.45

£4.65

£6.30

£16.75

£4.85

£6.50

£17.40

CABERNET SAUVIGNON - VIA ALTA (v) (vv)
£4.65
C Chile
A deep-coloured, rich blackcurrant flavoured
wine with a long finish and a hint of mint an established favourite.

£6.30

£16.85

175ml

PINOTAGE - ILLUSION (v)
D South Africa
A beautiful mulberry nose that is clean and fresh.
The palate is medium-bodied with chewy black fruit.
A hint of Provençal herbs and fennel, leading to a
nicely poised finish.
RIOJA - FAUSTINO RIVERO CRIANZA
C Spain
Matured in American oak casks, this wine has
spicy soft blackcurrant fruit aromas - pure genius.

ZINFANDEL RED - MONTEREY BAY (v)
C America
With each mouthful of this wine unfolds an
abundance of dark fruits, a sprinkling of black
pepper and a hint of vanilla. Sheer decadence in a glass

250ml

Bottle

Bottle

£6.80

£18.50

MALBEC BONARDA - HEALY AND GRAY ESTATE (v) (vv) (org)
£5.35 £7.35
£19.95
D Argentina
Juicy fruit of the Malbec combines with
subtle spicy Bonarda resulting in a wine
which is velvety smooth on the outside and
macho on the inside.
CABERNET SAUVIGNON / SHIRAZ - FAT BARREL (v)
£5.50 £7.35
D South Africa
An exciting bouquet of cassis and blackberry
together with sweet spice and vanilla.
It has dense black fruit flavours of blackberry
and blackcurrant with cedar notes and a
great tannic structure.

£5.60

CLAVEL CÔTES DU RHÔNE - VILLAGES
CHUSCLAN
£5.90
C France
Black-plum and cherry flavours are pleasantly
plump and juicy here but edged by savoury
undertones of garrigue and fresh moss.
Full bodied and richly concentrated.

£21.90

£8.10

£22.15

£18.50

£5.60

£7.65

£20.90

Bubbles

£7.90

£21.65

Let’s Celebrate in Style

EMOTIVO SPARKLING ROSÉ (v)
1 Italy 		
Packed full of fresh red berries, a drier style fizz summer in a glass!

Perfect over Lunch
PROSECCO CUVÉE - 1821 ZONIN (20cl) (v)
1 Italy		
Very well-balanced and appealing with extremely
delicate almond notes.
SPUMANTE - SERENELLO ROSÉ (20cl)
1 Italy		
A lovely rose pink colour, followed by a bright and
aromatic nose of petals and fresh strawberries.
CAVA BRUT - FREIXENET CORDON NEGRO (20cl)
1 Italy 		
Fresh and delicate with a fruity aroma elegant and well balanced fizz

250ml

CAVA CLASSIC BRUT - CASTELL LLORD (v)
1 Spain 		
Great quality Cava which is bright and clean
with high fruit flavours.

Single Serve Bubbles
250ml

175ml

Bottle

£6.50

PROSECCO DOC - IL CASTELLI
1 Italy
Subtle with fruity scents and hints of apple.
With a dry, crispy and fruity palate - pleasant and clean.
CHAMPAGNE - CUPERLY BRUT
1 France 		
Delicious fresh fruity flavour with richness
and complexity.

£20.55

£7.95

£6.90

Style Country

175ml

£5.05

250ml

£5.05

NERO D’ AVOLA - CONTE NERO (v)
£5.80
C Italy
Deep dark red colour in the glass. Cassis and vanilla
aromas accompanied by tart cherry and chocolate on the palate.

Style Country

175ml

SHIRAZ - RICHLAND BLACK
E Australia
Smooth and strong characters. Ripe blackberry
and black cherry flavours with vanilla cream
and spice - sensational.

Warm - Spicy
Style Country

Style Country

Bottle

£17.90

£18.65

£18.50

£35.00

£6.50
LA CUVÉE - LAURENT-PERRIER (v) (vv)
France 		
Laurent-Perrier’s signature Champagne, La Cuvée
is delicate yet complex with crisp notes of citrus
fruit and white flowers.

1
£6.80

CUVÉE ROSÉ - LAURENT-PERRIER (v) (vv)
1 France 		
An iconic rosé Champagne with great depth and freshness.
Hints of strawberries, raspberries and cherries.

£49.95

£69.95

